
The lost Temple
Chapter 05

Hunting Virgins & Artifacts



Previously on „The lost Temple“:

Mikael – a young archeology student was paid a
visit by Kassandra Elaquoi (or Kessy for short) - a
demon girl who jumped into our world through a
dimensional rift. She is searching for a particular
artifact and wants Mika to find it for her. In
exchange, she taught him his first magic spell – Scio
– a spell to analyze people, things, and places.

With the help of the Scio spell, Mikael was able to
pinpoint the location of the artifact in question.
Thrilled to play Indiana Jones… but also afraid of the
dangers that might await him at the target location
Mika is heading out…



The next day after lunch
Mikael heads out and takes
the metro to the outskirts of
town. The goal of his journey
is the Garouse Mountain
Range behind the local forest.
At least that’s what the Secus
Ritual marked on the map…

Mika!
Morning! 

How are ya?

Oh, hi, Jess!
I’m fine. 

And you?

This is Jessica, Gabriel’s
girlfriend. Since Mika’s been
over at their place several
times, he knows her pretty
well and they are on a friendly
basis.

Urgh!
Where do I 

start? *chuckle*



Uh, Prof. 
Harrison’s new 

discovery? Gabriel 
told me about it.

Where are 
you headed?

Nah, don’t let 
me bother you 

with work 
stuff.

Er… 
something 
like that, 

yeah.

Going 
after some 

excavation in 
the woods.

Sorry, gotta 
rush. 

Come over 
sometime again.

Cya! 

Cool.
Oh, that’s 
my stop!



Mikael stays in the metro to its final destination. The
woods lie to the town‘s east and he has to cross
them to reach the Garouse Mountain Range… A long
path ahead.



Oh, boy.
This is gonna 

take some 
walking.

If the secus 
spell worked… 
it’s all the way 

up…



The forests merge smoothly
into a hilly landscape as
Mika’s journey progresses.



*huff* *huff*
This… *huff* 
should be it.



Crossing the forest and
hiking up the mountain has
taken quite some time and
the sun is getting low, but
there should still be some
hours of sunlight left…

God damn it!
What am I 

even looking 
for!?

It should be 
around here 
somewhere…



Mika is taking his time
searching the area… but one
stone looks like the other
and he is almost about to
give up when…

Is that… 
a cave?



Meanwhile at a theatre in town…



What an 
awesome 

play!

Wow!

Thanks for 
taking me 

out, Harry.

The actors 
were really 

good in 
this one.

Of course!
I know how 

much you love 
the theatre.



Err… 
Thanks? 

Can we 
help you?

She’s dressed 
strangely. Is 
she theatre 

staff?

You are 
a lovely 
couple.

Hi, 
there!



The hell?!
None of your 
business lady!

Whaa.. We 
I…wha..
*stutter*
*blush*

Are you two 
fucking?

Just a quick 
questions



Get off  
me!

Ocavum!

Woah!
Miss, please 

step away from 
my girlfriend.

This will 
be fun!

Thought so!
Virgins!



I… no… 
I ….

Wha…t
What is wrong 

with your 
eyes?



I… feel 
strange.



I will obey, 
Mistress.



Woah!
Kim! What’s 
wrong with 

you?!

Wanna 
find out 
yourself?

What?!
No… I… 
I mean…

What did 
you do to my 
girlfriend?!



The truth 
now boy, 
or I’ll zap 
you too!!

You wanna 
fuck her, 

right?

I tell her it’s 
fine… but I’m a 
man. I do have 

needs!

Of course, I 
wanna fuck her! 
But she wants to 
save herself for 

marriage…

I mean we are 
together for 

two years 
now!

Okay fine!
I do! Who 
wouldn’t!?

What?!
Nn…



Teloris 
Turba!

Now let’s 
go!

Good boy!
I can work 
with that.

Ha-ha-ha!
Felt good 

dropping the 
charade, didn’t it?



Woah!
What are 

you…

Go?... 
Where?



That girl’s 
room seems as 

good as any 
place, no?



I just hope my 
minion is not 

slacking off while 
I’m enjoying myself 

here a little…

You are 
ruining the 

mood!

Hey, boy!
Keep it in! 

Don’t you dare 
puke now!



Wait a 
second… 
is that?

… Can’t read 
those… but 

maybe…

Yes!
Those are 

runes!

In the meantime, Mikael has
explored the cave and on one of
the huge stone walls, he really
finds something of interest…



Scio!



A cast of the Scio spell reveals a hidden switch
embedded in the stone. Mikael presses it and with a
rumbling sound the stone in front of him slides to
the side giving way to a dark tunnel… though there
seems to be a light in the distance.



Following said tunnel, Mika finds himself in a huge cave with a deep
chasm. Huge fires are emitting a warm light but it’s not enough to
reach down to the bottom… The fires are probably magical as they
are not hot and would have gone out ages ago otherwise… A massive
stone bridge leads across the chasm… but it’s broken in the middle…

Are you 
fucking 

kidding me!?



Here goes 
nothing!

After evaluating his
options, Mika decides
to take the jump…







Fuck, that 
was close!



On the other side of
the bridge, a massive
iron door awaits Mika.
But against all odds, it
opens without a
problem…

… making way into a
corridor to one more
such door. A green
orb hovering on a
stone table-like thing
at the side… Now what are 

the chances 
that this is 

the artifact? 



Malkovis!
Definitely 
does look 
magical.

Name: Chrystalline Orb AKA Demon Trap

Ether: Contains highly condensed amounts

of Ether.

Color: Green

Usage: Detects strong sources of Ether in 

living things and entraps them when coming

in range. Due to lack of power, it will 

not consider you a target.
Not sure whether 
I should be happy 
or pissed about 
that assessment!



And back in Kim‘s room with Kessy and Harry…



Harry has regained his composure
after the sudden teleportation
and his resulting nausea.

And… what 
was that?!

I… I’m okay.
What now?



And now, 
we have 

some fun!

Just a little 
teleportation 

magic.



Teloris 
Adhuc!



What are you 
doing now?



Woah!



*Gulp*



Mhhh!
You’ve got a 
great body, 

slave.

I’m glad my body 
is to your liking, 

Mistress.



Mhm…

Oh, my god!
Oh, my god!
Oh, my god!

…

Slave,
come here 

and be a good 
little fuck toy.

Pathetic!

First time 
seeing your 
girlfriend 

naked?



As you 
command, 
Mistress.

I’m super 
freaked out 

right now… but 
also… really 

horny!

This is really 
weird!

WTF!?
Now she’s 
naked too?

I hope my minion 
is doing an equally 
good job following 

my orders…

See?
That’s how a 

good girlfriend 
should respond.



Meanwhile, Mika passes
through the second iron gate
and follows another tunnel
when his flashlight reflects
off something on the floor
that triggers an alert in his
brain – Human Bones!



Alerted by the skeleton in the
middle of the path Mikael
decides to spend some more of
his ether on checking his
surroundings for magic residue
by using the Repis spell.

Repis!



And really, the spell uncovers
a staff-like contraption close
to the other side of the
wall… It does not look
dangerous… but considering
the situation…



Malkovis!

Name: Laser Trap

Ether: Contains Highly

condensed amounts of either.

Usage: Emits strong rays of

focused light, burning

anything that moves in 

range. 



Mika takes a small mirror out
of his adventurer pocket and
attaches it to a wooden stick
he had spotted on the way.
Slowly he approaches the
trap, holding the mirror in
front of him, trying to keep a
frontal angle toward the
crystal.

Please work.
Please work.
Please work.

…



And really, the trap activates! The
Crystalline top of the staff is
suddenly engulfed in flames…



The Crystal emits a hot ray…

*Gulp*



Fuck, 
that’s hot!

Which is thankfully reflected off of the
mirror and redirected at the trap itself.



The trap is engulfed in a huge fireball as
it explodes, and Mika drops the stick
before it can melt/burn in his hand.

Mirror on a stick lost and removed from inventory…



You saved 
my hide 
today.

It was not 
in vain.

Thank you 
for dying 

here.



O.M.G.!!
They are really… 

doing it!



Wow!
Errm… 
Ma’am?

What… should 
I do?

You are still 
dressed? Get 

naked already, 
idiot.



Yes, 
Ma’am!

What’s 
your name 

boy?

Harry, 
ma’am.

Well, let’s get 
this show on 

the road. Slave, 
kneel before 

Harry.

Yesh 
mischtresh. 

*slurp*



Good, girl.
Now get closer 
and give him a 

BJ.

*gulp*
Is she… is Kim 

really going 
to… suck me 

off?
Duh.

Course she 
is.



Here!
Let me 

show you.

Really?!
Girl, your 
education 

sucks!

Yes, 
girl?

What is 
a BJ?

Excuse me, 
Mistress.



Oh, fuck!
It feels 
amazing!

Just keep 
bobbing that 

little head 
of yours.

See, slave?
Your boy likes 

this a lot!



Yes, 
Mistress.

*chuckle*
Here, let me 

guide you 
into her.

Time for 
the main 
course.

What are you 
waiting for, 

boy?

Spread your 
legs, slave girl.

I… I’ve 
never…

Wow!
That was… 

wow!



You are 
getting the 

hang of this.

Oh, God, 
Kim! I love 

you!

Watching 
gets me real 
hot! *giggle*

Way to 
go, boy.



I can’t believe I’m 
finally having sex!
Her pussy feels so 
much better than 

my hand!

Good girl!
Stick that 
tongue in 

deep!



Yesh, *slurp* 
Mischtresh. 

*lick*



Oh, yeah!
Suck on that 
nipple, girl!

Isn’t this a 
great way to 

enjoy your first 
time, you two? 

*chuckle*



How 
does she 
feel, boy?

It’s 
cumming! And you 

keep licking, 
slave! I’m 

close!

Let it all out! 
Fill up your 
girlfriend!



Here I cum!
Slurp up my 
pussy juice, 

slave!



As Mika follows the tunnel which leads into a
broader room, with some smaller doors that
are all locked and one huge gate that doesn’t
budge either...

If I wasn’t here in my 
capacity of a grave robber 

but an archeologist this 
find would already mean 

the world to me…

Fascinating!



On one of the walls, Mika finds several minor magic
orbs that seem to activate when infused with ether.



The riddle proved quite easy - Seems you just were not allowed to
activate two orbs that are adjacent to each other in sequence.
But it left Mika quite drained of Ether. Anyway, with the riddle
solved, a clacking noise can be heard from the huge gate…



And really, the gate now opens,
and Mika enters a round room.
On a pedestal in the middle of
said room, there is an orb
emitting a blue light…

This must be 
it! Finally!



That was 
quite the 

adventure!

But I 
got it!



No 
way!

As the door shuts behind Mika the
ceiling starts to slowly come down…

Another 
trap?!



FUCK!



Mika is shocked by the morbid
vision delivered directly into his
mind by the analysis magic he
used to scan the room.

This whole 
room is another 

trap?!

WOAH!
What a trip!



Tapping into his last Ether reserves
our cautious protagonist activated
every detection spell he knows,
scanning the room, the artifact and
the pedestal for possible traps…

Malkovis!

Repis!

Scio!



Guess I need 
something of 

similar weight…

Well… I’ve 
seen this 
movie…

Learning that the room is activated
by a simple weight mechanism.
Remove the artifact and the trap
snaps shut.



Please don’t trap me 
in a magical prison 
for eternity… or 
until I starve…

Mika retraces his steps and gets
back to the bridge where he left
the green orb behind. This time
he decides to take the demon
trap with him, but despite the
insurance of his previous
analysis, thanks to the Malkovis
spell a bit of a queasy feeling
remains as he carries the
greenish orb to the round room.
Thankfully nothing happens.



Alright!
Steady hand 

now…



Here we 
go!



Ha!



Please don’t drop.
Please don’t drop!



Mikaels ploy has worked. The
ceiling is not coming down – the
trap has not been activated!
Against all odds, our protagonist
has acquired the mysterious
artifact and is now taking it
home.



Mikael managed to get out of the
cave again with the artifact. (And
yes, that means he made the jump
over the bridge with that added
handicap – AWESOME!)

Flashlight batteries 
died in the temple. 

Thankfully it’s almost 
a full moon… still 

fucking dark though!



Is that a girl 
screaming?





Are you 
okay, Miss?

Mika jumps over the small river
that crosses the woods here to
get to the girl screaming for
help. She is laying on the stony
sides of the riverbed.



What 
happened?

Oh, thank 
god! Please 

help me.

I’m lying 
here for 
hours.

I can’t use 
my right 

foot at all.

I’ve 
sprained 
my ankle.



Put your 
arms around 
my shoulder. 
I’ll support 

you.

Thank 
you.

Is this 
working 
for you?

It hurts, 
but I can 
bare it.



In the 
woods?

I fear it’s 
still a long 

way back to 
town.

… yes.

I… … I’m living 
just a bit 

further to the 
south…



This is 
it?

Yes!
Thank you 
so much!



Magda!
Oh, thank the 
gods! I was so 

worried!

Slipped in the 
river. I can’t 

put weight on 
my right foot.

Hey mom.
Sorry.

Oh, my 
poor girl!

What 
happened, 

dear?



Thank 
you.

You are 
welcome.



Err… Yes, 
Sir. I helped 

her walk 
here. 

Come, sit 
with me.

So, you 
saved my 

girl?



So, what 
happened?

She’s your 
daughter?

…

When I heard 
screams coming 
from the river.

Was walking 
home… from 

my hike…

Something 
like that.

I see.
Thank you 
for helping 

my girl.



What’s that 
stupid artifact 

doing?!

I was just 
curious, cause 

that bag is 
glowing.

Oh… I… 
yeah… it 

does that.

WHAT?

And I certainly 
would not rob 
the savior of 

my girl.

Relax, boy.
I’m living a hermit’s 
life by choice. I’m 

not interested in any 
tech mambo jumbo 

you young people are 
into these days.

Interesting 
stuff you got 
there in your 

bag, lad.



If there is 
anything you 
need, I owe 

you.

So, what I 
wanted to 

say…

If I could 
stay the night 
in your hut…

Well… Sir. It 
has gotten 
quite late.



I know it’s not 
much better 

than the 
ground…

But I’ll get you a 
blanket and a 

pillow. You can 
stay here on the 

veranda.

The hut is very 
small and with two 
women… I don’t 
think they would 

feel comfortable – 
you understand?

I’m sorry, 
that won’t 
be possible.

I’d appreciate 
that. Thank 

you.

I… er… 
I guess.



The old man brought a pillow and a
blanket and Mika contemplated
whether he should sleep on the
floor or the narrow bench… but
decided on the bench… cause…
less creepy crawlers… Exhausted
from his adventures he soon drifts
into a deep slumber – the bag with
the artifact in his arms pressed
tightly under the blanket.



And back in Kim‘s room after an awesome threesome…



…

Maybe some 
different 

positions next 
time…

We should 
keep doing 
this, Kim.

Did you 
like it?

Wow!
That was 
amazing, 

Kim!



So, what 
now, boss?

Teloris 
Adhuc!

Now…



Now, you better 
think of an excuse 
why you are naked 
in bed with your 

“virgin” girlfriend!

Wait! Please. Let’s 
talk about this. 

Maybe I can help 
you somehow?



Err… It’s called 
electricity?

End of Chapter 05

How does 
it work?!

How is this room lit 
so well? It’s night, 
there is no oil, no 

candles, no torches, 
and  I certainly 

don’t feel any magic!

You help me? – 
Unlikely! But I do have 
one question for you! 

And you better 
answer honestly or I’ll 

rip you to shreds!



Thanks for reading!

Hello, Hexxet here. 

Mikael did it! He recovered the artifact from the ancient 
underground temple beneath Mount Garouse. Now he 
just needs to get home and wait for Kessy to contact him 
again. Let’s hope the bratty demon will appreciate all the 
hard work he put in! Also, it seems Kessy has a lot of 
catching up to do with the times we’re living in ☺.

A big thanks to all my supporters on Patreon who enable 
me to write this! I know this main story got a bit story-
heavy, but I really like writing it and I promise there will 
be male dominant MC once the story has progressed far 
enough. ☺

If you like my comics, you might consider supporting me 
on Patreon or buying my omics on Gumroad or Deviant 
Art:
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